Willamette Valley Measure 37 Claims on Resource Land

Claims Filed as of 12-4-06

Claim Size
- None Specified
- 1-5 Ac
- 6-50 Ac
- 51-100 Ac
- 101-200 Ac
- 201-500 Ac
- 501-10,000 Ac

Resource Zones
- Claims with EFU Zoning
- Claims with FF Zoning
- Claims with FU Zoning
- Claims with FU & FF
- Claims with EFU & FF
- Claims with FU & FU

Sources: M37 Claims: Institute of Portland Metropolitan Studies; Boundaries, Roads and Water: Metro RLIS, US Census Bureau; UGBs, Tax Lots: Metro RLIS, Marion Co. and Yamhill Co.